Notice Calling for Quotation/ Tender

M/s .................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................

Sealed Tenders/quotations are invited from Manufacturer or their Authorised Dealer/Distributor for the purchase of Air Conditioner, Stabilizer & Refrigerator for the hospital use on the terms and conditions as given below:

Quotations should reach in the office of the Medical Superintendent, JN Medical College Hospital, AMU Aligarh on or before 22.05.2019 by 12:30 PM. Quotations will be opened next day at 11:30 AM in the chamber of the Medical Superintendent.

S. No.   Items
1. Window Air Conditioner Capacity 1.5 Ton (Hot + Cool-Multipurpose, Copper condensing coil, 5 Star Rating)
   Make: Voltas
2. Window Air Conditioner Capacity 1.5 Ton (Copper condensing coil, 5 Star Rating)
   Make: Voltas
3. Split Air Conditioner Capacity 1.5 Ton with Inverter Technology (Copper condensing coil, 3 & 5 Star Rating)
   Make: Voltas
4. Split Air Conditioner Capacity 2 Ton with Inverter Technology (Copper condensing coil, 3 & 5 Star Rating)
   Make: Voltas
5. Voltage Stabilizer, Fully Automatic with TDR, Low & High cut out Capacity 04 KVA & 5 KVA, Digital
   (For A.C Purpose)              Make: V-Guard
   Make: Whirlpool
7. Refrigerator Gross Volume 300 ltr. To 320 ltr. (Double Door, 5 Star Rating, Non- PCB)
   Make: Whirlpool

Note Carefully:
The Bidders are required to read and examine all the Terms and conditions, specifications and instructions given in the Tender document with full understanding of its implications. Failure to furnish any information required for submission of bid or bids not substantially responsive in every respect may result in outright rejection.

Copy to:
1. M/s. Chill Point, 14, Alig Shopping Complex, Shamshad Market, Aligarh
2. M/s. Charan Electronics, Centre Point, Samad Road, Gulzar Nagar, Civil Lines, Aligarh
3. M/s. Deepak Cool Home, 13/501, Durga Mension, Manik Chowk, Near Gandhi Park Polick Chowki, Agra Road, Aligarh
4. M/s. Video Sales, Opposite Apsara Complex, Railway Road, Aligarh
5. M/s. New Gaurav’s Electronics, 03/04, Near SV Plaza, Marris Road, Civil Lines, Aligarh
7. M/s. Charan Electronics, Shop No. 28, Near Landmark Mall, Marris Road, Aligarh
8. M/s. Digital World, Ground Floor Akashdeep LIC Building, Samad Road, Aligarh
9. Notice Board, Medical Superintendent Office/Purchase Office, JNMCH
10. Computer Centre for vide publicity
Terms & Conditions

1. Only the manufacturing Company/authorized dealers/distributors are supposed to apply, preferably the manufacturing Company.
2. Authority letter / Certificate of the manufacturer in case of authorized dealer of the manufacturer (authentic proof) along with tender/quotation is required, otherwise the tender/quotation will not be considered and rejected forthwith.
3. Only typed Tenders/Quotations bearing GST No. on original letter head will be entertained. Quotations must be legible, clear and free from overwriting/erissions. Incomplete quotations are liable to be summarily rejected.
4. The firm must be registered with GeM Portal and in Central Purchase Office, A.M.U., Aligarh, in case the item is not available on GeM.
5. Rates should be mentioned as per model & make separately. Bidders/Suppliers should quote one rate for specific item.
6. Conditional Tenders/Quotations shall not be accepted.
7. Period of validity of rates of items must be clearly mentioned.
8. GST rate & HSN Code must be clearly mentioned separately against each item, otherwise quotation will not be entertained.
9. Prices must be quoted on F.O.R. destination basis by road/rail/air, etc. inclusive of packaging, forwarding, freight charges, transit Insurance and any other charges as applicable. The safe and sound delivery of the goods/items etc. at the destination shall be the responsibility of the supplier. The consignee for the contract is Medical Superintendent of the JNMC Hospital.
10. Each bidder shall submit only one tender either by himself or as a partner in joint venture. If a bidder or any of the partners in a joint venture participate in more than one bid, the bids are liable to be rejected.
11. Eligible persons under Composition scheme MUST attach the proof along with Tax invoice.
12. Goods MUST be supplied as per NIT specification & terms and conditions and the same may be mentioned on the Tax invoice.
13. Payment will be made against the Tax Invoice. No advance payment will be made.
14. Make & Warranty details MUST be clearly mentioned in the tenders/quotations of the firm.
15. In case goods are not as per specification, the cost of returning them shall be borne by the supplier.
16. The bidder must enclose a valid trade license, GST Registration Certificate, PAN or any other certificate evidencing quality, or statutory compliance along with the bid document duly certified to be true copies.
17. The manufacturers or their authorized Distributors, quoting for items of machinery and equipment must be mentioned in their quotations whether they are licenses under the industries (Development & Regulations) Act, 1951 for the production of the equipment and arrangements (are) proposed for assembly and supply.
18. It will be mandatory for the bidders to provide bank details for e-payment (viz. Account holder's name, Bank name, Branch name and address, Account type, Account number, IFSC code). 100% payment shall be made in Indian Rupees and in favour of Seller/supplier through e-payment after delivery.
19. If the supplier/company fails to deliver the material within the delivery period, Medical Superintendent JNMCH may cancel full order or parts of the order. JNMCH also reserves the right to place the purchase order to the other supplier in case of failure of the successful bidder.
20. Any defective material pointed out by the authorized person of JNMCH the same shall be taken back by the supplier for replacement at their own cost.
21. In case the prices of goods hike in market, the supplier must inform to Medical Superintendent JNMCH immediately to avoid crisis by sending a letter on original letter head of the firm/company.
22. Installation and Commissioning will be the responsibility of the supplier.
23. In all cases of disputes, the decision of JNMCH Hospital authority shall be final. Failing which, the matter will be referred to the Arbitration in accordance with the Indian Arbitration Act and amendments thereof.
24. The JNMCH, AMU Aligarh reserves the right to accept or reject any quotation in full or in part without assigning any reason thereof.
25. Once the Purchase order is issued on the rates given by the supplier, the supplier/firm is bound to supply items as required in the PO. In case the supplier fails to supply the items on offered rates, other orders issued to the same supplier will be treated as cancelled and no further order will be given in future and no correspondence will be entertained in this regard.
26. Torn, Tampered, unsealed cartoon/boxes/packets will not be accepted at the time of supply of goods.